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CREATIVE PARK ARCHITECTURE 

This article, by John B. Cabot, Chief Architect of 
the National Park Service, is from a speech delivered 
before the 8th Annual Southeast Park and Recreation 
Training Institute, March 26-29, 1963, at Tanglewood 
Park, Clemmons, North Carolina. The Institute is 
sponsored by the Department of Recreation and Park 
Administration, North Carolina State College, Raleigh. 

The prospect of trying to isolate the direction of new thought in archi
tecture for the park environment is a frightening one. With the multitude 
of urban slab treatments and the search for new and spectacular forms 
there is a proliferation of choice and some cultural confusion. Many 
architects are agreeable to the thought that architecture is in a state of 
chaos because, apparently, there is no discernible or definable direction. 

In this search for form there has been a noticeable return to many of 
the classical motives. A great force such as Pier Luigi Nervi, the 
Italian engineer, has been generating creative impetus for which it is 
hard to find precedent. Felix Candella, the Mexican architect, with his 
thin shell parabolic forms has accomplishments that are creatively 
stimulating and new. However, most of the truly new thinking in thin 
shell concrete, that in many ways are marvels of engineering prowess, 
combined with a sensitive feeling for design, have little general appli
cation. The usefulness of this type of design is somewhat limited to 
rather large and generous solutions. 

There has been, however, a freedom of expression in architecture 
during this post war period. Being different has been encouraged and 
there are several giants noted for this. The late and great Eero Saarinen 
was one whose work cannot be passed off lightly. Here was a great man, 
some of whose work will live for a long time. Perhaps in all of the 
architectural chaos of the time, he was able to isolate the quality nec
essary to greatness. He returned to an almost classical rigidity or 
discipline with much of his design wedded to sculptural forms,.rhythms, 
and functions. However, to be sculptural, the building does not need to 
be expressed as a plastic or flowing form. Strong textures and surface 
relief and compositions where surfaces shade, shadow and reflect vary
ing amounts of light also create this effect. 

The realization is important that a sculptural expression brings to 
the viewer a quality of warmth and friendliness, an aesthetic response. 
When viewed in its historic perspective, the first obligation of the 
architect is to create an aesthetic and artistic response. If he fails to 
do this, it is because as a designer, as a visual persuader, he is lack
ing. He has not failed because he was a poor businessman, promoter, 
production manager, expediter, or mediator of administrators. He has 
failed through the lack of talent to produce visually persuading artistic 
solutions. The commercially oriented architects are masters at pro
ducing for a client a product in a short time—fast and efficiently. The 
client is in a hurry and the architect obliges. But these aren't the c re 
ative forces oriented to park and recreation development. There is an 
ample supply of competent technical brains to make working drawings, 
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write specifications and supervise construction in a thoroughly reputable 
way. Some are, of course, far better than others. The shortage is in the 
creative and artistic abilities of the designer. Here talent is in short 
supply. Fine design costs no more than poor work. The finest designs 
can be tempered with good judgment and become economical solutions. 
Unimaginative cost-cutting shows and the results are undistinguished 
buildings. The cheapest investment is to hire the very finest design 
talent available. In hiring an architect, stress the importance of design. 
Without it, you can have nothing but drab, monotonous, undistinguished, 
commercially acceptable structures. 

Schopenhauer stated long ago that there are three distinct phases in 
accomplishing the creation of a new idea. First, the man who isolates 
and creates the thought is a madman. Second, the idea is visionary, 
impractical, impossible and of no practical value. Third, it is accepted 
as so simple everyone wonders why they didn't think of it. 

The creative process in architecture is dissimilar to the inventive 
industrial effort because there is no usable product involved, but in the 
execution of a design motive much of the same philosophy prevails. Re
view of architecture for the last century seems to prove the point. The 
form givers who have contributed to trends or have created prototypes 
have been considered madmen. Consider the insurmountable difficulties 
that men like Frank Lloyd Wright, Louis Sullivan, Richard Schindler, 
Bernard Maybeck, and many others have had in defending themselves 
against the accusation of being avant garde madmen, all of them prime 
philosophers, expressing in form their foresight. Daily they were in the 
field of creating new ideas but it was a hostile and recalcitrant world 
that they faced. The world beat no recognizable path to their door. Re
gardless of the reason, to a consistently large degree, they were proph
ets or ambassadors without portfolio. Years of continued belief in the 
fundamentalism of each of their beliefs resulted not in adjusted happy 
men, but bitter, vindictive and disillusioned ones. The world of design 
and architecture uses and abuses them even today. There is often some 
wonder why the simple statements of truth were overlooked, not only 
completely, but for so long a period of time. Philosophical and adminis
trative acceptance of the great talents often means a tremendous design 
response. The hard core park critics may howl, but the response from 
your public will be loud and clearly satisfying. You will have assured 
for yourself more than the commercially acceptable "citified" solution. 

The State parks and National parks are certainly neither urban nor 
sub-urban and any philosphy of architecture and building surely must 
be based on the recognition that park architecture is anti-city. The nor
mal city forms and the industrial expressions have little place in the 
natural settings. This is one reason that the forms and shapes of most 
of the new park work remind one very little of the buildings one is ex
posed to in city life. 

The setting, particularly the scenic settings have a strong reflection 
on design. The horizontal stratification of the rocks near Zion National 
Park might be a strong influence in determining a development. This 
might also be true in other locations where geologic formations and 
strong light might affect a design concept. It could be something as 
simple as the slope of an adjacent hill or a reflection of the ground form 
upon which a building is situated. Special conditions such as the canyon 
wall location of the Dinosaur bone deposit at Dinosaur National Monu
ment can affect the design of a Visitor Center. Here for many years a 
tin building, reminiscent of the head house at a mine shaft, served as 
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protection. San Francisco architects, Anshen and Allen, admirably 
solved the difficult site problem. The roof, like the canyon wall, slopes 
upward and one wall of the building is formed by the fossil display it
self. Here the situation of continuing the excavation and interpreting it 
to the public are combined. 

Possibly there is a scenic park symbolism which, for each individual 
situation, may have a concept of appropriateness. It is necessary to 
use form to be expressive but, as in all other things, there needs to be 
an element of restraint; a quality of stopping. For form can be quietly 
expressive as well as flamboyant. Perhaps buildings in the transcenden-
talist 's philosophy of retreat can have a symbolic significance. For 
Parks are not supplying the same motivation as cities and, in develop
ing them, the administrators, the planners, and, particularly, architec
tural designers should be aware that they are not just planning a physical 
development but much more. They are planning an experience. 

At Saratoga Historic Park in upper New York state, the new Visitor 
Center uses some of the principals of good environmental design. You 
see, for instance, a variation of vertical planes which is apparent from 
the approach to the building. Once in the building there is a lack of 
parallelism that you feel from all parts of the interior. There are 
variations of the horizontal planes. These features, combined with a 
flowing approach, provide the viewer with visual relief by varying the 
focal length of the parts. The lack of parallelism creates a sense ol 
spaciousness in an otherwise small building, which subconsciously affects 
the visitor because he has no fixed frame of reference. Through the 
changing shapes and careful connections, the building enclosure augments 
the visual effect of the Park scene, making it more important, diminish
ing the importance of the building without detracting in the slightest from 
it. Placed on a slight rise, there is a sympathetic transition from the 
ground form to the building. The careful siting and the approach through 
the trees is infinitely better than having in the foreground an ocean of 
paving and parked cars. 

Perhaps the new park realization is a revival of thinking in terms of 
a total philosophy or a total architectural concept where all parts of the 
finished development area or small park are considered simultaneously 
and then executed in an architectural theme based upon one dominant 
thought. Expressions of this are now arising inState and National parks 
around the country but one of the better demonstrations is at a little 
city college just south of San Francisco. Here the architect created 
forms and shapes neither similar nor exact duplicates in the various 
buildings. Carried forward throughout the entire group, certain motives 
and expressions give the entire development a fine cohesive quality. 
Foot Hills College was awarded the Gold Metal by the American Insitute 
of Architects as an outstanding piece of architectural design. Certainly 
the great unity of the concept is indicative of this excellence and, though 
not conceived for a park setting, succeeds in proving a point. 

What is it that contributes to architectural progress in park buildings? 
The use of form, of flowing line, certainly have a place whether it is in 
the ground transitions, in the building itself, or in the adjacent environ
mental treatment. Sculptural relief is achieved through the use of 
strong textures and the colorful contrasts created by light and shade 
with varying horizontal and vertical surfaces. 

The appropriateness of the development to its setting can be attained 
by using the best of nature either reflecting or in sympathy with the 
natural forms or as vertical relief in contrast where no dominant forms 
are present. 
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The architectural profession, through state reciprocity in licensing 
and in many cases international collaboration, has provided the basis 
for unlimited availability of great creative ability. Many of the most 
talented individuals consider it an honor to be selected and commissioned 
to design park buildings and conceive developments. The challenge of 
attempting fine environmental design concepts is considered an impor
tant opportunity. Through the use of the finest architectural talent for 
design and the best creative use of materials, one will achieve a philo
sophically sound architecture. 

There must be a constant alertness to the dominant role that archi
tecture can play in parks. It can display leadership and foresight, or 
for that matter, if less well conceived, it can imitate design motives 
originated by the more talented architects. The park idea is by no means 
unique to the United States, because parks and nature reserves existed 
in other countries long before they did here. There is, however, an 
opportunity because of the national focus on park and recreational en
deavor, and the largesse of available funds, to provide leadership. 
Quantitatively more development, buildings and structures will be con
ceived and erected in this country than elsewhere. With a preconceived 
conviction that important architecture is a worthy goal the law of 
averages will certainly provide a few great prototype solutions. As long 
as imitation does exist there is the opportunity to provide the parks and 
reserves of the world with the architectural and aesthetic prototypes 
and philosophies that are worth copying. 

President Kennedy, in his statement on the guiding principals for 
Federal Architecture said, "Design must flow from the architectural 
profession to the Government and not vice versa ." This is a most com
mendable thought, but in an address he said, "We do not imitate—for we 
are a model for others." This is perhaps the newest idea in park archi
tecture and one that could enable us to set a pattern for the world. 
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